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Research aim 
Complex adaptive systems such as healthcare systems, are characterised by interdependencies of 
internal and external factors that continuously adapt to one another. A prior understanding of these 
system dynamics is expected to enhance the successful implementation for targeted interventions. 
One way to assess this are systems thinking methods. 
A systems-thinking approach was used to address a multifaceted, critical issue, the continuous 
increase in demand for emergency medical services. Focussing on a complex catchment area with 
multiple health authorities and care providers and the implementation of interventions targeting 
rising service demand, the aim was: 

1) by means of a causal loop diagram to map the complex adaptive system, its interacting, 
intersectoral components around the challenge of rising demand; and 

2) to assess the consequences of the implementation of four possible interventions (pre-
implementation) in the complex adaptive system. 

Methods  
During a workshop, stakeholders of emergency medical services identified variables that influence or 
are influenced by the central issue of rising emergency medical service demand. A causal loop 
diagram was created, indicating impact, delay and feedback within the system. Interventions that 
aimed at reducing the central issue were selected and incorporated. Through pathway analyses, 
intended and unintended consequences of interventions were assessed. Feedback loops were 
identified, wherever an initial variable, connected along other variables, joined back to that initial 
variable. Best intervention variables with a low produced delay and high active sum (impact) were 
determined.   

Key findings 
The stakeholders identified 36 variables related to rising demand, representing four interlinked 
sectoral themes, related to staff (N=9), patient (N=8) and policy (N=8) issues but also other health 
services (N=11). Four interventions were implemented in the causal loop diagram with no resulting 
unintended consequences. Several feedback loops were identified. Due to their interconnectedness 
in the system and dynamic nature (benefit vs. pitfall), feedback loops need to be closely monitored 
throughout implementation. Five variables were labelled as best intervention variables, assuming a 
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high and fast impact on the system. Thus, the more connections between these variables and an 
intervention, the more favourable could be its implementation for decision makers. 

Discussion 
Are systems thinking methods an appropriate approach to assess the intersectoral implementation 
context within a complex system? What are people’s experiences using systems thinking methods for 
implementation questions in other complex systems (i.e. also in non-healthcare settings)? 
 


